
Copy editors as curators 

Linking 



Why link? 
  Enhance reader experience 
  Acknowledge culture of sharing 
  Be a go-to destination 



David Weinberger, 
Researcher, Harvard’s Berkman Center for Internet & 
Society 

‘Links are a public good. They create 
a Web that is increasingly rich, useful, 
diverse and trustworthy.’ 



Jim Brady on linking 





What linking does 
  Makes journalism transparent 
  Adds context 
  Provides attribution 
  Creates a conversation 
  Makes connections 



Jay Rosen, NYU, on connections: 
  “You’re interested in this but did you know about that? Here’s 

what I’m saying, but you should see what they’re saying.” 



Serve readers 
  Help them tap into Web connections 
  Gives them more control 









Adding context - nytimes 





Previous stories – Chicago Tribune 





Attribution – Journal Sentinel 





Editors 
  Ensure stories are complete 
  Curate: Select the best content and organize it 



Curators via Steve Buttry 
  Museum curator 
  Studies topic 
  Choose relevant material 
(other sources, museums) 
  Authenticates 
  Groups related items 
  Provides context 
  Presents exhibit 

  Editor as curator 
  Studies topic 
  Choose relevant material 
(staff, blogs, social media) 
  Authenticates 
  Groups related items 
  Provides context 
  Presents content 



Create effective links 
  Relevant 
  Accurate 
  Thoughtful 



Jim Stovall, 
University of Tennessee 

‘I’m going to go to 10 different sites but 
only three of them are any good. That’s 
what I’m going to tell my readers about.’ 



Finding links 
  What’s this story really about? 
  Who is connected to the story? 
  What else have you done on this topic? 



Linking tips: Be concise 



Linking tips: Be precise 



LA Times 



Linking tips: Use best sources 



Show your source 



What to use links for 
  Previous stories 
  Related material (yours and elsewhere) 
  Additional documents, transcripts etc. 
  More resources 
  Web sites  



Mlive.com 



BBC 





Additional resources 



What to avoid 
  Too many links – distracting 
  Too general – home pages 
  Irrelevant 
  Vague wording – click here 
  Dead links 
  Inappropriate links – commercial 







Social bookmarking 



Curation tools   
  Google search 
  Advanced Twitter search 
  Storify 
  Scoop.it 



Linking guidelines 
  LA Times 
  BBC 





http://delicious.com/burzynskibullard/
linking 



Copy editor as curators!
American Copy Editors Society national conference!

April 12, 2012!

Working on interactive timelines  
presented by Gerri Berendzen, Quincy Herald-Whig!

Session presented with:  
Sue Bullard, University of Nebraska-Lincoln (linking)!
Carla Correa, Washington Post (social media)!



Copy editors as curators!
"Curation, much like the old wire editor who 

combined various stories into one 
comprehensive report, is the ability to 
ingest large amounts of information and 
find the nuggets." 

 — Josh Benton, director of the Nieman Journalism Lab, 

Speaking at the 2009 AEJMC Breakfast of Editing Champions 

Source: EditTeach.org 



Types of curation!
Marketing expert Rohit Bhargava offered 5 models  

of media curation: 
  Aggregation: gathering most relevant information ! !                      

about a topic into a single location !
  Distillation: editing information into a more simplistic    !            

format with only the most relevant ideas !
  Elevation: identifying a larger trend or insight!
  Mashup: merging existing content that will be used !
     to create a new point of view !
  Chronology: looking at the evolution of information !
 !over time!

Source: http://www.rohitbhargava.com/2011/03/the-5-models-of-content-curation.html 



Chronological curation 

“A form of curation that brings together 
historical information organized based on 
time to show an evolving understanding 
of a particular topic.” — Bhargava!

Working on timelines is chronological curation 



Why should copy editors be involved?!
  Copy editors bring clarity to the project!
  Copy editors are good at distilling, sorting and 

categorizing material from multiple sources!
  Copy editors pay attention to details!
  Copy editors see a broad range of material as it 

passes through their news organizations!
  Copy editors possess the skills to trim copy into 

more bite-size pieces!
  Copy editors possess the headline skills often 

needed for these projects !



Examples!



http://www.whig.com/story/17074388/interactive-goodside-timeline 

Using Dipity 



http://www.whig.com/story/16420228/year-in-review-snow-wind-and-no-rain-topped-the-news-in-2011 

http://www.whig.com/story/16645038/big-snow-of-2011-now-just-a-year-old-memory-vivid-memory 

http://www.dipity.com/gbwhig/2011-Quincy-weather/ 



Using ProPublica TimelineSetter 

http://www.minnpost.com/data/2011/09/timeline-michele-bachmanns-rise 



  Stories should have a strong chronological 
component, and the timeline will look better if the 
dates are tight.     

  Don’t ignore the dates of events that help build up to 
the main story. 

  Try to use a graphic component, link or video with 
each date. 

  Make sure the timeline itself tells a complete story.     

Timeline tips 



Timeline tools 

  Dipity, http://www.dipity.com/ 
  Timetoast, http://www.timetoast.com/ 
  Timeglider, http://timeglider.com/ 
  ProPublica TimelineSetter,  
       http://propublica.github.com/timeline-setter/ 
  Intersect (https://intersect.com/)!
    and Memolane (http://memolane.com/)  
    also have timeline creating tools 
  Timeline (http://timeline.verite.co); free and a project of 
    The Knight News Innovation  Lab   

Some timeline building tools: 



While time lines work well for contextualizing ongoing news stories, they’re also effective for 
breaking news crime stories and for packaging content from a variety of sources.  
— Mallary Tenore, Poynter.org 

Some articles about 
creating news timelines 

How to Use Interactive Time Lines in Breaking News & 
Ongoing Stories 
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/top-stories/101329/how-to-use-interactive-time-lines-in-
breaking-news-ongoing-stories/ 

7 Eye-popping interactive timelines (and 3 ways to create one) 
http://www.mediabistro.com/10000words/7-eye-popping-interactive-timelines-and_b249 

Caveat: One of the methods mentioned has already disappeared 
from the Web. For portfolios, always screenshot your work. 


